Gambler's Longshot: Devil's Knights Series, Book #5
Synopsis

***Book 5 in The Devil’s Knights Series***

Opposites attract, or so they say. With Gwen constantly throwing sass and questioning every word that comes out of Gambler™s mouth, Gambler and Gwen maybe the first couple to prove that saying wrong. All Gambler wants to do is keep Gwen safe and thatâ€™s it. He never expected the unwanted attraction and the need to protect her no matter what. Gambler™s intentions maybe true, but Gwen has learned the hard way that things are not always what they seem. Can Gambler persuade Gwen to take a chance on him, or will all bets be off? Due to sexual content and profanity, this book is recommended for ages 18+.
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Customer Reviews

I would like to start this review with the definition of Longshot. A venture involving great risk but promising a great reward if successful. What greater risk is there than the risk we take with our hearts? Gambler and Gwen danced around each other in Battling Troy. With Gambler’s bossy ways and Gwen’s sharp tongue this was promising to be one heck of a couple. Gambler is supposed to be looking out for Gwen after another attack by the Assasins but when then Assasins try to take out Gambler Gwen is the one looking out for him. There is so much pent up sexual tension between
these two that you’re anxiously awaiting to see who will make the first move. And trust me when I say it was definitely a first move worth waiting for. As usual all our favorite Knights and their ladies are right in the thick of things. And when danger threatens to harm one of their own they all band together. We get a great preview of what’s to come in the next book in this series with the most hilarious wedding proposal ever. Gambler and Gwen’s path to one another was not easy but they both realize the longshot was worth the risk.

Winter has done it again. This book is Gambler and Gwen’s story. Gambler is protecting Gwen from possible harm from the Assassins. I loved Gwen’s attitude. Her sass to Gambler was great. I laughed at her antics. The characters in this series are like old friends. Winter’s characters are developed so well it’s like you know them. If an author can do that, then they are good at their trade. I highly recommend this book!! I look forward to reading Traver’s next book.

I absolutely love this book! I mean I freaking love it! Gambler and Gwen! The chemistry was off the charts! Especially the wall sex! And then in the salon chair!!!! I glad they finally gave into one another! It was a longshot but it was worth it! Now I know the next book is about lo keeping Megan. Please don’t mess the best couple up.. They are my all time favorite!! And i hope deamon gets a book! I love would love for all of them to get a story eventually!!

I’m so glad Gwen got her story. She has so much spunk and charisma and love her style. Gambler *****sighs*** so hot, hot alpha possessive biker. This was a great read from start to finish. This is an amazing book, I love this series, Highly recommend it, and you feel like you are right there just a beautiful story.

First, the good points. I thought the story was good, with interesting characters and decent plot development. I haven’t read any of the other books in this series, but was able to keep up with the story line, for the most part. There were some confusing bits, but nothing serious. The problem I had with this book was the editing, which is why I only gave it three stars. There were so many typos and grammatical errors, that it really impacted my enjoyment of the book, and if they hadn’t been there, I definitely would have given the book four to five stars. If you’re the kind of person who doesn’t mind the incessant errors, I would definitely recommend this book to you. However, since those things do bother me, I won’t be reading anything by this author again unless the editing improves significantly.
I just have to say this cause it's a fact, Winter is a brilliant author! I have read each book in this series and each one was better than the last. This story of two people who were bound together for protection sake, knew that they loved each other but they had a past that wouldn't let them agree to it. Sex isn't what had them hooked to one other, it was beachside each of them gave them the one thing they each needed. Trust, love and life! I have never laughed so hard at how this group reacted to each other when they came together. They make me want to seek out a group this right and had that much fun! Thank you Winter for another amazing read and sharing your wonderful talent with us! Your ability to carry along each characters story while introducing us to a new couple is extraordinary! Can't wait for book 5 and the anticipation of a new series!

I wasn't sure if this one was going to be as good as the first 2. Seriously I was a little gunshot because I felt her last book had so much more potential. I am glad Winter totally blew me out of the water with this one. It was deep and had so many wow moments I am mourning now that it's over. Thank you for a truly wonderful read.

Another excellent book from Winter. The characters are real. I love the banter and the laughs. And how each member finds their love is wonderful. I actually looked up Mary Moo Moo and ordered one. Can't wait for the next book.
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